Total and near-total lower lip reconstruction: 20 years experience.
Reconstruction of total and near-total lower lip defects presents a formidable challenge for the reconstructive plastic surgeon. Many methods have been described, and each has its own advantages and disadvantages. The aim of this article is to discuss the selection of techniques and report our experience of total or near-total lower lip reconstruction. Over a 20-year period from January 1993 to December 2013, a total of 87 patients underwent total or near-total lower lip reconstruction. Bilateral Yu's flaps were used in 61 patients, double mental neurovascular V-Y island advancement flaps in 16 patients, bilateral Mutaf's techniques in 4 patients, and reconstruction with free radial forearm flaps in 6 other patients. Drooling Rating Scale (DRS) and Patient and Observer Scar Assessment Scale (POSAS) were used to evaluate oral competency and esthetic outcomes. All patients underwent single-stage total or near-total lower lip reconstruction successfully. There were no flap failures. Only 1 patient who accepted the bilateral Yu's flaps developed microstomia, having difficulty in wearing her dentures postoperatively. Oral competencies were well preserved in other patients, and esthetic results were satisfactory. Based on our experience, we recommend using the bilateral local techniques or free flap introduced in this article, according to the extent of defects and the patient's general condition, to achieve a personalized ideal reconstruction of the lower lip.